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primary logo | logo 1
CORPORATE SIGNATURE
Graphic mark and logotype in horizontal configuration
and centered.
minimum height: 0.5 inch

primary logo | logo 1
CORPORATE LOGOTYPE
Graphic mark and logotype in horizontal configuration
and centered. Used when space and legibility permits
minimum height: 0.5 inch

alternate logo | logo 2
LOGOTYPE
Graphic mark and logotype in horizontal configuration
and centered.
Use when space doesn’t allow for the horizontal 
configuration.
minimum height: 0.8 inch, must be legible.

alternate logo | logo 2
LOGOTYPE
Logotype without the graphic mark.
Use when space doesn’t allow for the graphic mark,
when reproduction quality fails at small sizes, for the
web, or if the design calls for a simpler logo.
minimum height: ~0.07 inch, must be legible.

logo guidelines



logo: DO NOT
The Artottawa logo is designed for specific uses
to maintain consistency and the integrity of our
brand. Here are some examples of how not to use
the logo.

DO NOT
• add a color other than white inside the graphic mark
• stretch or distort the graphic mark or logotype
• change the color of the logo
• change the size relationship between the logo elements
• no flopping the logo
• use negative version of the logo

do not
DESIGNS THAT DO NOT SUPPORT BRAND



logo clear space
The clear space requirement is designed to
maintain the integrity of the logo. This ensures
visibility and legibility. These illustrations show
the clear space around the approved logos.
The clear space around the logo is equal to the height of the 
A in the Artottawa Logo.
No graphic elements, including patterns, photos
or colors (other than approved colors) can be
used in the clear space. 

logo clear space



clear space: DO NOT
The clear space requirement is designed to
maintain the integrity of the logo. This ensures
visibility and legibility. These illustrations show
violation of the clear space. 

DO NOT
• use patterns in the clear space
• use off-brand colors in the clear space
• allow text inside the clear space
• use graphic elements inside the clear space

Lorem Ipsum is 
simply dummy 
text of the printing 
and typesetting 
industry. Lorem 
Ipsum has been 
the industry’s 
standard dummy 
text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer 
took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type 
specimen book. It has survived not only five centuries, 
but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining 
essentially unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s 

Lorem Ipsum is 
simply dummy 
text of the printing 
and typesetting 
industry. Lorem 
Ipsum has been 
the industry’s 
standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an 
unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it 
to make a type specimen book. It has survived not only 
five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typeset-
ting, remaining essentially unchanged. It was popular-
ised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets 

do not
VIOLATION OF LOGO CLEAR SPACE



YELLOW & RED
We use one of nature’s most attention-getting
color combinations, yellow and red. Our
palette combines red’s strength with yellow’s
warmth and energy. 

color palette

OSA Yellow OSA Red Black Supporting Grays

Used for text

Used for icons & 
supporting text



OSA          Pantone Color Process             Color Equivalent           RGB Equivalent              HEX Equivalent   

Signature Colors      (use for color matching)                  C | M | Y | K                    R | G | B                            # __ __ __ __ __ __

Black — 0 | 0 | 0 | 100 0 | 0 | 0 #000000

Dark Pantone P179-12C 0 | 0 | 0 | 80 88 | 89 | 91 #000000

Gray

Light Pantone P170-4C 45 | 40 | 44 | 5 144 | 138 | 132 #000000

Gray

Green — 80 | 10 | 45 | 0 0 | 167 | 157 #00A79D

Blue — 70 | 15 | 0 | 0 41 | 170 | 226 #29AAE2

Orange — 0 | 80 | 95 | 0 241 | 90 | 41 #F15A29

Red Pantone 704 24 | 89 | 84 | 15 170 | 59 | 52 #AA3B34

Yellow Pantone 7411  3 | 35 | 77 | 0 243 | 175 | 84 #F3AF54

colour formula

Used for text

Used for icons & 
supporting text



CORPORATE SIGNATURE
The following represents color options
for all of our logo options and background colors.
CMY/RGB ON WHITE (POSITIVE)
BLACK ON WHITE (POSITIVE)
BLACK OR WHITE ON OSA YELLOW
WHITE ON BLACK (REVERSED)

REVERSED LOGO
The reversed logo shown on the opposite page should be 
used when the CMY and Black logo do not offer enough 
contrast. 

logo color use




